INSTITUTE FOR LEADERSHIP ADVANCEMENT
HONOR ROLL

ILA is grateful to the many students, parents, alumni, corporations, foundations and friends who continue to support the efforts of the institution. Because of you, ILA is able to continue developing values-based, impact-driven leaders.

2017 DONORS

Corporate Sponsors

- ALDI Inc.
- Chick-fil-A Foundation
- Ernst & Young LLP
- Forge Company
- Frederic Thomas USA Inc.
- FTI Consulting, Inc.
- Georgia Power Company
- Georgia-Pacific LLC
- KPMG LLP
- Newell Brands
- Regions Financial Corp.
- Synovus Financial Corp.
- The UPS Foundation, Inc.

ILA Alumni

- Eric Astrin
- Benjamin Aughey
- Brian Baker
- Bridget Bambeneck
- Benjamin Bassel
- Alexander Borovksy
- Jeremy Brook
- Paul Chitwood
- Chelsea Clever
- Adam Cohen
- James Collins
- Jacqueline Cunningham
- Elizabeth Dangler
- Jonathan Delaureal
- Ashley Diamond
- Andrew Dill
- Mark Dylla
- Caroline Eagon
- Alexander Edelstein
- Emily Edwards
- Rebecca Elliott
- Elizabeth Elmore
- Daniel Fields
- Jennifer Fink
- Sean Foley
- Sophie Frankham-Smith
- Thomas Frankham-Smith
- Andrew Fulton
- Brock Garrigan
- Alan Goodno
- David Hanson
- Michael Harvey
- Brandon Hirsch
- Ryan Irvine
- Kyle James
- Michelle Jenkins
- Madison Jewell
- Kramer Johnson
- Anne Karam
- Chloe Kelley
- Stephanie Kenary
- Kendall King
- Aaron Konnick
- Michael Lage
- Kyle Larson
- Fisher Law
- Elliott Long
- Sarah Lowe
- Daniel Maloon
- Michael Mannina
- India Martin
- John Mattioli
- Britanny McCaly
- Benjamin McCollum
- Melissa McDonald
- Robert McGauid
- Kyle Meloney
- Britanny Mohler
- Michael Moore
- Andrea Morris
- Mai-Lise Nguyen
- Lauren O'Conner
- Katherine O'Shea
- Benjamin Palmer
- Jori Palmer
- William Parkey
- Margaret Patton
- Amanda Philp
- Trevor Phinney
- Kyle Reed
- Mitchell Reiner
- Taylor Richardson
- Wesley Roberts
- Mark Rockett
- Courtney Rodebaugh
- Derek Russo
- Nicholas Salyers
- Britanny Scruderi
- Kristin Self
- Lauren Slavin
- Emily Smith
- Maddison Smith
- Tresa Spencer
- Mary Stark
- Alexander Thyekeon
- Sabina Vayner
- Davis Webb
- Hannah Webb
- Elizabeth White

ILA Friends

- Lauren Adamovich
- Courtney Aldrich
- Katrina Bowers
- Olin Boyd
- Rebecca Briggs
- Benjamin Carter
- Judy Hogge
- Thomas Hoover
- Anne Lane
- Earl Leonard
- Gregory Lollis
- Kelly Ludwick
- Steven Lyon
- Travis McGinnis
- James Moore
- Alan Pike
- Adam Prescott
- Jason Rooks
- Brian Skinner
- Cherri Skinner
- Quenon Smith
- Carri Todd
- Shane Todd
- Bradley Williams
- Kevin Williams
- The Richards Group
- The Harriet W. & Edward P. Ellis Trust
- Roam Innovative Workplace
- UGA Parents Leadership Council

ILA Students

- Danielle Altman
- Olivia Bassel
- Blaize Burley
- Emily Cameron
- Alexandra Case
- Ashley Casey
- Zachary Copman
- Emily Dardaman
- Oluwadamilas Fawole
- Jane French
- Joshua Fricker
- Chandler Gaddis
- Mitchell Gargish
- Claire Gordon
- Catherine Harris
- Paul Hernandez
- Joseph Hicks
- Mitchell Hogan
- Allison Hood
- Gareth Kanter
- William Kirk
- Hannah Kitchen
- Morgan Kreisler
- William Landrum
- Lyndon Lee
- David Leith
- David Marino
- Nina McCulie
- Mimi Messaver
- Samuel Murphy
- Listya Munthe
- Erica Muse
- Jonathan Newar
- Adrian Obelton
- Dumbi Ogbechie
- Thomas Paris
- Mitchell Pearson
- Savannah Pinney
- Jacob Pope
- Anne Portwood
- Anita Qualls
- Daniella Ramirez
- Courtney Rappe
- Daniel Sanchez
- Leah Schroeder
- Cassidy Sparkman
- Meredith Stone
- Austin Summers
- Elijah Yarbrough
- Rachel Zilinskas

ILA Parents

- The Abernathy Family
- The Bassel Family
- The Birdwell Family
- The Bucks Family
- The Chambers Family
- The Eisenberg Family
- The Farmer Family
- The Hodges Family
- The Lindner Family
- The Mann Family
- The Marlow Family
- The May Family
- The Nolley Family
- The Obsitnik Family
- The Paul Family
- The Phinney Family
- The Prema Family
- The Roddy Family
- The Salyers Family
- The Shuford Family
- The Shy Family
- The Smulian Family
- The Toto Family
- The Williams Family

Matching Gifts

- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- The Benevity Community Impact Fund
- Deloitte Foundation
- The Delta Airlines Foundation
- Ernst & Young Foundation
- Ford & Harrison, LLP
- Goldman Sachs & Company
- The PIMCO Foundation
- Willis Towers Watson
- YourCause, LLC
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FY18 INVOLVEMENT

Alumni Panel Participants
TJ Callaway
Ryan Irvine

Application Readers
Alumni
Bridget Bambenek
Ellis Edwards
Codie Haddon
Kate Houghton
Kevin Killips
Justin Newport
Adrian Obleton
Dumbi Ogbechie
Susan Richardson
Faculty
Nick Berente
Jim Carson
Anindita Chakravarty
Margaret Christ
Chris Cornwell
Scott Graffin
Tricia Hackett
Richard Martin
Bjorn Stillion-Southard

Leadership Dinner Participants
Lauren Acuff
Andrea Morris
Ethan Garber
Ben Pace
Andrew Head
Evan Pellegrino
Brittany McCall
Courtney Rodenbaugh
Maxwell Mitchell

Corporate Site Visits
Chick-fil-A
Newell Brands

Service-Learning Clients
ACCA
Archway, Griffin - Spalding
Archway, Hart County/ Hartwell
Archway, Washington Co.
Athens Community Council on Aging
Athens Land Trust
Athens Latino Center for Education and Services
BeLoved
Books for Keeps
Butterfly Dreams Farm
Camp Horizon
Cancer Foundation of Nega
Chess and Community
Classic City High School
Creature Comforts
Family Connection – Communities in Schools
Five Freedom Farms
Fontaine Center
Fontaine Center, RSVP (UGA)
Ford Next Generation of Learning (NGL)
Four Athens
Georgia Conflict Center
Get Comfortable, Creature Comforts' nonprofit arm
Hope Haven of Northeast Georgia
Little Athens
Lydia’s Place
Project Safe
Rally Foundation for Childhood Cancer Research
S.H.A.A.R.E.
Samaritan Counseling Center
The College Factory
United Way of NEGA
Wee Read
Young Designers

Executive of the Day Participants
Thom Bentz, ALDI
Ryan Elwart, Georgia-Pacific
David Farmer, Chick-fil-A
Colby Faulder, ALDI
Christian Fejervary, Newell Brands
Tammy Hunter, KPMG
Tim Jejilian, FTI Consulting
Haley Johnson, Georgia-Pacific
Aaron Konnick, UPS
Angie Lewis, Synovus
Rusty Lindner, Forge Company
Bill Linginfelter, Regions
Karl Ryker, UPS
John Schraudenbach, EY

Leadership Dinner Participants
Lauren Acuff
Andrea Morris
Ethan Garber
Ben Pace
Andrew Head
Evan Pellegrino
Brittany McCall
Courtney Rodenbaugh
Maxwell Mitchell

Speakers
Kevin Andrews
Craig Barrs
Doug Benn
Jimmy Blanchard
TJ Callaway
Dan Cathy
Rachel, Cathy
Slone Evans
David Farmer
David Farmer
Woody Faulk
Kali Franklin
Codie Haddon
Derek Hammock
Michael Lage
Earl Leonard
Bo Lewis
John Mattioli
Steve Penley
Kathleen Phelps
Mark Rockett
David Salyers
Tresa Sherman
Shane Todd
Charlie Williams
Howard Young

LLSP Interviewers
Lauren Acuff
Femi Brinson
Jessica Craven
Patrick Fitzmaurice
Andrew Head
Deionna Jackson
Ryan Leveille
Daniel Maloon
Bryan Miller
Maxwell Mitchell
Andrea Morris
Ben Face
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